Message Passing
• CCS works well in modeling concurrency and synchroniza8on among
processes
• in concurrency we could also need to model message exchanges
between processes
• A message is the object of a communica8on and it can be thought as the
element of a certain data type (e.g., an integer, a string, an image, ...)
• How can we use a message?
– Extensional view: the main aspect of the message is its value (used in
logical-arithme8c opera8ons)
à value passing CCS (vpCCS), where a message is simply an
alpha-numeric datum
– intensional view: the focus is on the func8onali8es that the message
delivers to the receiver
à π-calculus:

– a new func8onality is the possibility of being involved in a communica8on
that was previously not possible because the communica8on channel was
unknown
– channels are at the same 8me the communica8on medium and the
communica8on object
– channels, that are the core elements of π-calculus, are called names

CCS / vpCCS / π-calculus
• Let us model a scenario where a client wants to buy a pizza
• In CCS, such a situa8on can be modeled by puNng in parallel a
client (process A) and the restaurant (process B), where:

• This very basic interac8on, in vpCCS can be enriched by several
details, like, e.g., the kind of pizza and the rela8ve amount of
money:

• Finally, in π-calculus we can also model the home delivery of the
pizza:

Name crea8on
•
•
•
•

A received name can be used for a communica8on, for forwarding it or for tes8ng
its value
We’d like to create new names, i.e. names that are diﬀerent from all the other
names around
– useful to protect the sent messages and model in this way secret channels
New names can be seen as local channels (like the restricted names of CCS)
Diﬀerently from restricted names, they can be communicated like normal names
à Their scope changes during the computa8on (i.e., upon communica8ons)

EXAMPLE:
• Alice that creates a restricted name for communica8ng with Bob:
A = (νc)a⟨c⟩.c⟨· · ·⟩
B = a(x).x(· · · )
• A[er the crea8on and the transmission of the new channel c, Alice is ready to use
this new channel and becomes Aʹ = c⟨· · ·⟩
• Bob is ready to receive informa8on from c and it evolves to Bʹ = c(···)
à a[er the communica8on, every occurrence of x in B has been replaced by c.
• Thus, the interac8on between Alice and Bob leads to (νc)(Aʹ | Bʹ)
• REMARK: the scope of c before the communica8on included only Alice, whereas
a[er the communica8on also includes Bob

Syntax
• Let us assume a countable set of names N
• Nota8onally, a, b, c, ... are used to denote channel names, whereas x,
y, z, ... denote input variables
• Syntax:

0 is the inac8ve process, that performs no ac8on;
a(x) is the input preﬁx and a⟨b⟩ is the output preﬁx;
| is the parallel operator (with an interleaving seman8cs);
(νa)P is the restric8on, that makes a local to P;
[a = b]P denotes name matching
à it is a more compact way of wri8ng if a = b then P ;
• !P is called replica8on and denotes an arbitrary number of parallel
copies of P.
•
•
•
•
•

• REMARK: there is no non-determinis8c choice (+); for our
purposes, its presence is not fundamental but its absence
reduces the expressive power of the calculus
• In processes a(x).P and (νa)P, names x and a are bound,
with P the scope of such names. A name that is not
bound is said free.
• fn(P) and bn(P) are the sets of the free and of the bound
names of P, and n(P) all names of P
(i.e., n(P) = fn(P) ∪ bn(P)).
• Alpha-conversion, denoted by =α, allows us to uniformly
replace a bound name with a new (or fresh) one
Example: (νd)a⟨d⟩.a(y).y(z).0 =α (νc)a⟨c⟩.a(x).x(z).0.

• Usually, we shall omit trailing occurrences of 0; for
example, process a⟨b⟩.0 will be usually wriien as a⟨b⟩.

Reduc8on Seman8cs vs LTS
• To deﬁne the opera8onal seman8cs for the π-calculus, we have two
possibili8es:
– via an LTS
– via reduc8ons

• An LTS describes all the possible ac8ons a process can perform,
both the visible and the invisible (viz., τ) ones
à the LTS
provides an “exhaus8ve” seman8cs (all process behaviors are
provided, both the poten8al ones – i.e., the visible ac8ons – and
the actual ones – i.e., the τ’s).

– In order to develop an LTS, at least one rule for every construct is
necessary. However, there are operators for which there are several
rules (e.g., the parallel)

• Reduc8ons only describe the actual computa8ons of a term, i.e.
those evolu8ons that are completely generated by the process
under considera8on
– Disadvantage = loosing informa8on about the process (i.e., its
poten8al behaviors)
– Advantage = we have less rules, that are also simpler

Structural Congruence
• The syntax is a way to write down a concurrent system.
à the very same system can be wriien down in diﬀerent ways
(e.g., P|Q and Q|P)

• Thus, we ﬁrst give a congruence that equates processes that
deﬁne the same system
• Structural congruence, wriien ≡, is the smallest congruence
including alpha- equivalence and sa8sfying the axioms:

• let us consider the following process:
Q = (νb)(b⟨c⟩|b(x).Q1|...|b(x).Qn)
• Name c can only be passed to Q1,...,Qn because
name b is restricted.
• Let us now consider P = b(x).Pʹ
• Without the side condi8on, we’d have
P|Q ≡ (νb)(b⟨c⟩|b(x).Q1|...|b(x).Qn|b(x).Pʹ)
• Hence, c could also be caught by P, against our
ini8al aim

Reduc8on Rules

Example: a(x).P|(νb)a⟨b⟩.Q , for b fn(P)

Example: Secret channels
• Alice and Bob want to set up a secret channel, by
using a forwarding server that shares with each of
them a speciﬁc secret channel
– cAS is the secret channel between A and S
– cBS is the secret channel between B and S
– cAB is the secret channel that A wants to establish with B

• The overall system is (νcAS,cBS)(A|S|B)
and it evolves as follows:

Modeling Parametric Process Deﬁni8ons
• We associate every process iden8ﬁer A of arity k with a channel cA,
where we receive all the parameters of the invoca8on.
à a process deﬁni8on resembles an input, whereas
a process invoca8on looks like an output.
• A process deﬁni8on A(x1, · · · , xk) = P then becomes !cA(x1,··· ,xk).P
à we allow the simultaneous recep8on of k names
• This process will be put in parallel with the remaining processes,
translated by replacing every invoca8on A⟨b1, ··· , bk⟩ with the
output cA⟨b1,··· ,bk⟩
à we allow the simultaneous sending of k names
• Remark: sending/receiving more names at once will be discussed in
the next class (and shown to be implementable in the “one-name”
basic framework)

Example
• Assume to have the proc. deﬁni8on:
• The proc. def. is translated to:
• Then, Snd⟨b, c, d⟩ is translated as follows:
• Once we put the two in parallel, the resul8ng
process reduces to:
that behaves like Snd⟨b, c, d⟩

Making Maths in π-calculus

